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SUMMARY

The adult immune system consists of cells that emerged at various times during ontogeny. We aimed to
define the relationship between developmental origin and composition of the adult B cell pool during unperturbed hematopoiesis. Lineage tracing stratified murine adult B cells based on the timing of output, revealing
that a substantial portion originated within a restricted neonatal window. In addition to B-1a cells, early-life
time-stamped B cells included clonally interrelated IgA plasma cells in the gut and bone marrow. These were
actively maintained by B cell memory within gut chronic germinal centers and contained commensal microbiota reactivity. Neonatal rotavirus infection recruited recurrent IgA clones that were distinct from those
arising by infection with the same antigen in adults. Finally, gut IgA plasma cells arose from the same hematopoietic progenitors as B-1a cells during ontogeny. Thus, a complex layer of neonatally imprinted B cells
confer unique antibody responses later in life.

INTRODUCTION
The neonatal immune system is shaped by microbial exposure
on the backdrop of ongoing developmental programs (Hornef
and Torow, 2020; Kristiansen et al., 2018). This immune education takes place during a restricted ‘‘window of opportunity,’’
which culminates at weaning and has the potential to control
long-term immune health and susceptibility to disease later in
life (Al Nabhani et al., 2019). Neonatal imprinting affects the
long-term functionality of various T cell subsets (Al Nabhani
et al., 2019; Constantinides et al., 2019; Melum et al., 2019).
However, little is known about the impact of neonatal microbial
exposure in shaping the anticipatory adult B cell repertoire.
B-1 cells are a long-lived natural antibody-producing B cell
subset (Baumgarth, 2011) and the only B cells in the adult repertoire known to be shaped by early-life antigen exposure (New
et al., 2020). They are considered innate-like in function owing
to a naturally pre-activated phenotype that is conserved in
germ-free conditions and makes them poised for antibody
secretion. Transfer experiments have shown that in addition to

IgM, B-1 cells can also reconstitute gut IgA plasma cells (PCs)
(Kroese et al., 1989), suggesting that they may be a major source
of homeostatic IgA responses. Transplantation of mouse fetal
liver (FL), but not adult bone marrow (BM), progenitor cells can
efficiently regenerate a CD5+ subset of B-1 (aka B-1a) cells in
immunocompromised adult hosts. These findings gave rise to
the general consensus that B-1a cells are a distinct lineage of
naive B cells primarily of fetal ontogeny and helped fuel the
layered immune system hypothesis (Herzenberg and Herzenberg, 1989).
This hypothesis postulates that the complex pool of adult immune cells stem from distinct waves of hematopoiesis early in
life and that these ontogenically distinct cell types work in concert to perform the diverse functions of the mammalian immune
system. As it pertains to B cells, this idea has been largely tested
using transplantation approaches that differ significantly in kinetics from unperturbed hematopoiesis (Busch and Rodewald,
2016). Although such studies unequivocally demonstrate developmental changes in lineage potential intrinsic to hematopoietic
stem and progenitor cells (HSPCs), they do not provide
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information on the developmental composition of the adult B cell
pool in the native context. Indeed, studies on the origin of B-1a
cells have measured what transplanted progenitors ‘‘can
make’’ rather than what they ‘‘do make’’ in situ, leading to contradictory results on the precise window and identity of B-1a cell
progenitors during ontogeny (Ghosn et al., 2019). Similarly, the
evidence for B-1 cells as a source of gut IgA responses is limited
to transfer studies, and the actual contribution to IgA PCs in unperturbed mice remains unknown (Bunker et al., 2015; Kroese
et al., 1989).
Here, we employed genetic lineage tracing to investigate the
layered formation of the adult B cell compartment, free from preconceived notions, during unperturbed organismal development.
We discovered that B-1a cells arise during a predominantly postnatal rather than embryonic or fetal window of lymphopoiesis. This
window is shared with several other antigen-experienced adult B
cell subsets, including gut IgA PCs. Neonatally induced IgA PCs
harbor microbiota-reactive clonotypes and are actively maintained
by gut chronic germinal center (GC) and memory B cells (MBCs) of
early-life origin (ELO). Importantly, neonatal rotavirus (RV) infection
recruits IgA memory clonotypes that are distinct from those generated in the adult. Finally, we shed light on the lineage relationship of
adult B-1a and IgA PCs using a combination of clonal-tracking
approaches.
RESULTS
Time-stamping early-life-origin B cells in the adult
To systematically determine the contribution of early-life lymphopoiesis to the adult B cell pool, we employed tamoxifen (Tam)inducible Cre-recombinase-mediated in situ lineage tracing,
which is a powerful approach to interrogate the layered formation
of the adult immune system (Ginhoux and Guilliams, 2016; Smith
et al., 2018). We took advantage of the Mb1CreERT2 allele (Hobeika et al., 2015) in which CreERT2 expression is driven by
the CD79a promoter and active from the very first stages of
B lineage commitment until terminally differentiated PCs (Sakaguchi et al., 1988; Shi et al., 2015). Therefore, once crossed to
the R26fl-STOP-Tom reporter strain, Cre expression irreversibly
labeled developing and pre-existing B lineage cells at the time
of Tam administration with the TdTomato fluorescent protein
(Tom+), while leaving subsequent B lineage output from multipotent HSPCs multipotent HSPCs unlabeled (Tom) (Figure 1A). To
validate the efficacy of this ‘‘time-stamping’’ approach, we
checked for labeling frequency at 3 days and 3 months following
a single dose of Tam administration in 19-day-old juvenile mice
(Figure 1B). FACS analysis showed efficient labeling of splenic
follicular B (FO-B) and CD5+ peritoneal cavity (PerC) B-1a cells
at 3 days after Tam treatment (Figures 1B and S1A). Following
a 3-month chase period, the majority of FO-B cells were
Tom, consistent with their expected replacement by newly
generated B cells from the BM (Förster and Rajewsky, 1990). In
contrast, little influx of unlabeled cells was observed among
PerC B-1a cells, in line with their ELO and self-renewing capacity
(Kantor et al., 1995). No labeling was detected outside of the
B cell lineage at any time following Tam treatment (Figure S1B).
Thus, this tracing strategy yields stringent, but likely subsaturated, B cell labeling upon induction and allows for the longitudinal
identification of early-origin B cells (Figure 1A).
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B-1a cells are efficiently generated by FL but not adult
HSPCs, as demonstrated using transplantation approaches
(Li et al., 1996). To determine the precise developmental
composition of the B-1a cell pool during native hematopoiesis
and resolve the window of B-1a origin in unperturbed adult
mice, we varied the timing for Tam induction ranging from
E17.5 to 5 weeks of age (Figure 1C). Following a 3–4-month
chase period, adult PerC and splenic B cell subsets were
analyzed for labeling frequency (Figures 1D, 1E, and S1A).
Our results demonstrate that while around 20% of B-1a cells
become time-stamped in utero, a majority acquire labeling
postnatally until day 19 (Figure 1D). No additional labeling
was detected beyond this time point, indicating an attenuated
influx into the long-lived B-1a cell compartment. B-1a cells in
adult mice are known to be dominated by self-antigen
expanded VH11- and VH12-encoded specificities against the
common phospholipid phosphatidyl choline (PtC) (Arnold
et al., 1994). Indeed, PtC liposome reactive B cells display a
highly similar developmental window (Figure S1C). These findings demonstrate, in contrast to previous transplantation-based
studies (Ghosn et al., 2019), that postnatal rather than fetal lymphopoiesis is the numerically predominant source of CD5+
B-1a cells in the unperturbed adult mouse.
Together with B-1a cells, PerC CD5 B-1b cells and splenic
marginal zone (MZ) B cells also contribute to the T-independent
natural IgM repertoire (Haas et al., 2005; Martin et al., 2001). Interestingly, both populations were enriched for cells that become
postnatally time-stamped prior to day 19, demonstrating a shared
developmental window (Figures 1D and 1E). In comparison, conventional PerC B-2 cells and splenic FO-B cells displayed low
levels (<10%) of early postnatal label retention. These results are
consistent with the known ability of innate-like B cells to self-sustain in the absence of BM output (Hao and Rajewsky, 2001; Kantor
et al., 1995), whereas FO-B cells are continuously replenished to
preserve repertoire diversity.
Extending from these findings, we next investigated the
developmental composition of IgM producing BM PCs, which
have been linked to innate-like B cell origin (Förster and Rajewsky, 1987; Lino et al., 2018). Indeed, reminiscent of B-1a cells,
20% of adult CD138+TACI+IgM+ PCs were time-stamped by
E17.5 and almost half by day 19 (Figures 1F, S1A, and S1D).
More unexpectedly, we found that BM IgA PCs were similarly
enriched for time-stamped cells (Figures 1F and S1A). This
led us to look in the small intestinal lamina propria (SI-LP, Figure S1E), which is the largest site for anti-microbial IgA production in the body. We found that approximately half of SI-LP IgA
PCs stem from B cells emerging within a narrow postnatal window between day 5 and day 10 (Figures 1G, 1H, and S1A). In
day 19 time-stamped mice, essentially all Tom+ cells in the
SI-LP consisted of IgA PCs (Figure S1F), which were evenly
scattered across the LP as shown by immunofluorescence
(Figure 1I). Thus, a portion of IgA PCs originates from B cells
that share an overlapping developmental window with B-1a
cells during unperturbed hematopoiesis. We conclude that
the adult B cell pool harbors substantial contribution of cells
predominantly emerging within the first 2 weeks of life (Figure 1J). These ELO-B cells overlap with IgM and IgA PCs
known to produce natural and anti-microbial antibodies at
steady state.
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Figure 1. Time-stamping of early-life-origin B
cells in adult mice

B

(A) B cell lineage-tracing model. A single dose of
Tam administered at an early-life time point to
Mb1CreERT2 R26fl-STOP-Tom mice is designed to label
developing and pre-existing B lineage cells at the
time of treatment while leaving subsequent B cell
output unlabeled.
(B) Representative histograms show Tom+ frequency in total peritoneal cavity (PerC) B-1a (Lin
CD19+ CD43+ CD23 CD5+) and splenic (Spl) FO-B
(Lin CD19+ CD93 CD23+) cells at 3 days and
12 weeks following day 19 Tam administration
measured by FACS.
(C) Scheme depicting the serial time-stamping
strategy for resolving the developmental window of
early-life-derived B cells present in adult mice. Mice
received a single dose of Tam at the indicated time
points and were analyzed for Tom frequency by
FACS following a 12–16-week chase period.
(D, E, and G) Tom labeling results from (C) for the
indicated B cells subsets (n = 4–9) from the (D) PerC,
(E) Spl, and (G) small intestinal lamina propria (SI-LP)
(mean ± standard error of the mean [SEM]).
(F and H) Representative FACS analysis of Tom labeling frequency of day-19 time-stamped mice in
(F) bone marrow (BM) IgA and IgM plasma cells
(PCs) and (H) SI-LP IgA PCs and CD19+ cells at
12 weeks of chase. Gating strategies for (B)–(H) are
shown in Figure S1A.
(I) Immunofluorescence of small intestinal villi identifying Tom+ IgA PCs residing in the SI-LP of day 19
time-stamped mice at 6 months of chase.
(J) Summary of Tom+ frequency in day 19 timestamped mice reflecting the relative abundance of
early-life-origin B (ELO-B) cells within the analyzed
B cell subsets (n = 4–9, mean ± SEM). Statistics
calculated using Kruskal-Wallis test (*p % 0.05, **p
% 0.01, ***p % 0.001).

J

Early-life-origin IgA PCs are actively maintained
To track the long-term erosion of Tom+ frequency with age,
we analyzed day 19 time-stamped mice at various time points
up to 18 months of chase (Figures 2A–2C and S2A). While
Tom+ B cell subsets in the spleen declined to background
levels within the 3–12 month chase period (Figure 2B), PerC

CD5+ B-1a cells exhibited remarkable
stability in labeling without any noticeable
decline (Figure 2A). The CD5 B-1b cells
in the PerC exhibited a 50% decline in
Tom+ frequency within the 3–6 month
chase period after which labeling was
stable. These data are consistent with
the ability of PerC B-1 subsets to selfsustain, whereas splenic B cells exhibit
an overall higher replacement rate. The
SI-LP IgA PCs displayed a slow decline
in Tom frequency from 50% to 25%
over the course of 18 months (Figure 2C).
This relative stability in Tom labeling was
also seen in the BM (Figure S2A) and is in
line with longevity of gut IgA PCs in mice
and humans (Hapfelmeier et al., 2010; Landsverk et al., 2017;
Lemke et al., 2016). To address whether the abundance of
time-stamped IgA PCs is a mere function of their longevity
or whether such cells can be actively maintained from precursors, we induced their acute depletion by bortezomib (BZ)
treatment (Lindner et al., 2012). Efficacy of the depletion
Immunity 55, 1–14, October 11, 2022 3
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Figure 2. SI-LP IgA PCs are actively maintained by a reservoir of ELO-B cell precursors
(A–C) Day 19 time-stamped mice were analyzed for Tom+ frequency in the indicated B cell subsets of the (A) PerC, (B) Spl, and (C) SI-LP by FACS. n = 3–8 for each
group from 3 independent experiments (mean ± SEM).
(D–F) Day 19 time-stamped mice were BZ treated on two consecutive days at 12 weeks of chase (Lindner et al., 2012) (see STAR Methods for details). Data from 2
independent experiments.
(D) Representative FACS plots show frequencies of IgA PCs and their Tom+ frequency in the SI-LP at the indicated time points following the last BZ treatment.
(E) Frequency of IgA+ PC in the SI-LP following BZ treatment (median ± range). Statistics calculated using Kruskal-Wallis test (*p % 0.05, **p % 0.01, ***p %
0.001). See Figure S2B for per experiment deconvoluted data.
(F) Tom+ frequency of the IgA PC compartment following BZ treatment (median ± range).

regimen was near complete, and IgA PC recovery was
observed 7 days later as previously reported (Figures 2D,
2E, and S2B). Remarkably, recalled SI-LP IgA PCs displayed
near identical Tom+ frequency compared with DMSO-treated
mice (Figure 2F). This result is in line with a previous study that
reported the recovery of pre-existing IgA PC clones following
BZ treatment (Lindner et al., 2012) and demonstrates that the
IgA PC compartment is actively maintained by a reservoir of
early-origin B cells.
Early-life-derived IgA clones are archived in multiple
ELO-B cell compartments
The main inductive site for the generation of SI-LP IgA PCs are
the Peyer’s patches (PPs), which harbor the so-called chronic
GCs that sustain diversification of the IgA repertoire (Reboldi
4 Immunity 55, 1–14, October 11, 2022

and Cyster, 2016). In search of ELO-B cell precursors to IgA
PCs, we analyzed PPs from day 19 time-stamped mice for
Tom+ frequency. UMAP analysis of CD19+ PP B cells was performed on FACS data based on the surface expression of CD38,
CD73, IgD, and CD19 (Tomayko et al., 2010) to reduce dimensionality (Figure 3A). This analysis showed that while the naive
B cell compartment (IgD+CD38+CD73) was largely devoid of
Tom+ B cells (<5%), both the chronic GC B cell compartment
(IgDlo/CD38CD73+GL7+) (16.5%) and the immunophenotypic MBC compartment (IgDlo/CD38+CD73+) (19%) were enriched for Tom+ B cells (Figures 3A, 3B, and S3A). This finding is
consistent with previous work demonstrating memory-like
longevity in chronic GC B cells (Le Gallou et al., 2018). We
conclude that ELO-B cells make up a sizeable fraction of antigen-experienced B cells in the PPs of unperturbed adult mice.
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Figure 3. Early-life-derived IgA clones are archived in multiple
mucosal and systemic B cell compartments
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Data show analyses from day 19 time-stamped mice at 3–4 months of chase.
(A) (Left) Representative UMAP visualization of FACS data of CD19+ B cells
from Peyer’s patches (PPs). Fluorescence intensity parameters used for the
UMAP generation were CD73, CD38, IgD, and CD19 and clearly resolve three
major subsets. Tom+ B cell distribution across these is shown in red. (Right)
Heatmaps show distribution of fluorescence intensity of the indicated markers.
(B) Summary of Tom+ frequency within the indicated B cell subsets (n = 4–9,
mean ± standard deviation [SD]).
(C) Matrix shows frequency of overlapping CDRH3 amino acid identities among
the indicated Tom+ B cell populations as determined by IgHA or IgHM VDJseq data analysis. Frequency was calculated as the number of overlapping
CDRH3s divided by the sum of the total number of unique CDRH3s. Data are
from 3 biological replicates except MBC (n = 2). Per mouse deconvoluted data
are shown in Figure S3B.
(D) Plots show frequency correlation of overlapping CDRH3s for the indicated
populations.
(E) Immunofluorescence of a PP shows Tom+ B cells in the IgDKi67+
germinal center (GC).
(F) Histograms show the distribution of somatic hypermutations (SHMs)
among unique clones within Tom+ and Tom IgA B cell subsets as determined
by IgHA VDJ-seq analysis. Clones were defined by collapsing sequences
sharing identical VH, DH, JH segment usage, and CDRH3 nucleotide sequence.
Data were obtained by collapsing unique clones from n = 3 biological replicates (except for MBC [n = 2]) and therefore not weighted by clone size
and lack statistical significance. Per mouse deconvoluted data are shown in
Figure S3D.
(G) Detection of commensal reactive IgA PCs by ELISPOT. Left panel shows
representative wells of the indicated populations. Bar plot summarizes the
spot count normalized to 106 cells of the Tom+ ad Tom subsets analyzed
(n = 3–4 from two independent experiments, mean ± SD). Statistics were
calculated using Kruskal-Wallis test (*p % 0.05, **p % 0.01, ***p % 0.001).

We next performed IgHA and IgHM repertoire analysis to
assess the clonal relatedness between ELO-B cell populations
(Table S1; Data S1). CDRH3 clonal overlap and frequency correlation between various Tom+ subsets were calculated
(Figures 3C, 3D, S3B, and S3C). Our results identified a notable
fraction of shared CDRH3s among the different IgA+ subsets
(Figures 3C and S3B), suggesting that IgA+ ELO-B clones are
archived in multiple gut-associated B cell compartments. Interestingly, although IgM+ ELO-B cell subsets shared considerable
CDRH3s with each other, virtually no overlap was detected with
the IgA compartment. Hence, our results suggest that they do
not frequently contribute to mucosal responses in unimmunized
adult mice. CDRH3 frequency correlation of overlapping clones
represents a sensitive measure of relatedness between two
B cell compartments. We detected the highest CDRH3 frequency
correlation between Tom+ SI-LP PCs and GC B cells, consistent
with chronic GC B cells being a major source for ELO IgA SI-LP
PC replenishment (Figure 3D). Taken together, we conclude that
ELO PCs, MBCs, and chronic GC B cells form a layer of self-sustaining IgA memory in unimmunized adult mice that archive and
maintain early-life-induced IgA production.
Early-life-derived IgA clones undergo continuous
selection in chronic germinal centers
To visualize the distribution of ELO-B cells in the PP, we performed immunofluorescence microscopy (Figure 3E). We
observed a remarkable concentration of time-stamped B cells
within the chronic GC structures in line with our FACS data
(Figures 3A and 3B). Recent studies have cemented the notion
Immunity 55, 1–14, October 11, 2022 5
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that chronic GC B cells undergo continuous affinity maturation
under homeostatic conditions (Chen et al., 2020; Nowosad
et al., 2020). To this end, we detected a striking accumulation
of somatic hypermutations (SHMs) among unique Tom+ GC
B cell clones, which exceeded the levels in their Tom counterparts (Figures 3F and S2D). Thus, our results strongly suggest
that GC clones of ELO-B cell origin represent some of the
most affinity-matured ‘‘winner clones’’ in PPs of unimmunized
adult mice. Importantly, Tom+ GC B cells exhibit higher levels
of SHMs compared with both PCs and MBCs (Figures 3F and
S2D). This finding is consistent with the slow turnover of the latter
two memory compartments at steady state (Bemark et al., 2016;
Lemke et al., 2016). Indeed, Tom+ SI-LP IgA PCs from aged mice
exhibited increased SHM accumulation (Figure S2E), suggesting
that increasingly affinity-matured clones from the GC slowly
replace long-lived IgA PCs. As expected, no significant accumulation of SHMs was detected among the IgM+ ELO-B cell subsets (Figure S3F). Taken together, these findings demonstrate
the sustained active involvement of IgA+ ELO-B cells in clonal
selection and affinity maturation within chronic GCs of the gut.
Commensal microbiota is the predominant driver of chronic
IgA responses in the gut (Hapfelmeier et al., 2010). To assess
the distribution of commensal reactivity among Tom+ and
Tom IgA PCs, we performed anti-commensal ELISPOT assays
(Rojas et al., 2019) on sorted subsets. Adult commensal reactive
IgA PCs were detected in both the Tom+ and Tom fractions of
the SI-LP as well as BM (Figure 3G). Interestingly, Tom+ IgA PCs
exhibited a slight but not significant increase in the frequency of
commensal reactivity. Together with our time-stamping results
(Figure 1H), this finding shows that at least half of the commensal
reactive IgA PCs under homeostatic conditions are of ELO-B cell
origin. To investigate whether microbiota perturbation has any
differential impact on ELO-B cell-driven IgA responses, we
treated time-stamped adult mice with broad spectrum antibiotics in the drinking water for 4 weeks. FACS analyses showed
a significant decrease in the Tom+ frequency of SI-LP and BM
IgA PCs as well as a trend toward reduced Tom+ representation
among chronic GC B cells of the PPs following treatment (Figure S3G). These results demonstrate that chronic ELO-B celldriven IgA responses are dynamically controlled by microbial
abundance. Taken together, we conclude that commensal microbiota is a key driver of ELO-B cell-derived IgA responses in
unimmunized adult mice.
ELO-B cells harbor unique clones induced by early-life
exposure
Developmental changes in the pre-immune B cell repertoire from
neonatal to adult life is well documented (Perlmutter et al., 1985;
Schroeder et al., 1987). Indeed, neonatal immunization with
group A Streptococcus recruits unique clones into the long-lived
memory pool not found in adult mice immunized by the same antigen (New et al., 2020). To qualitatively compare ELO-B cellderived IgA memory with adult-derived IgA memory, we turned
to an established model for gut infection. Oral RV infection elicits
a robust mucosal IgA response that protects against reinfection
(Franco and Greenberg, 1995) and therefore offers a more
controlled and antigen-specific approach to interrogate the
memory of early-life microbial exposure in the gut. Day 19
time-stamped mice were orally infected with the murine RV
6 Immunity 55, 1–14, October 11, 2022
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strain ECw either as adults or 5-day-old neonates (Figures 4A
and 4B). The frequency of antigen-specific SI-LP IgA PCs was
measured using GFP conjugated RV virus-like particles (VLPs)
constructed from VP2 and the immunodominant VP6 (Figures
4A and 4B) (Nakawesi et al., 2021). In adult infected mice,
VLP+ PCs at 2 and 9 weeks post infection were largely devoid
of Tom+ cells (Figures 4A and 4C), suggesting that ELO-B cells
are not major contributors to IgA memory formation in adult
mice despite their relative abundance in the gut. In contrast,
VLP+ IgA PCs generated from day 5 infection were as expected
predominantly Tom+ 9 weeks later (Figures 4B and 4C). Similar
patterns of Tom labeling were observed in the BM VLP+ IgA
PC compartment (Figures 4D, S3A, and S3B). These results
demonstrate that ELO-B cell-derived IgA PCs are imprinted by
the memory of neonatal gut antigen exposure.
To investigate whether neonatal versus adult RV infection promotes the recruitment of unique B cell receptor (BCR) clones, we
performed IgHA repertoire profiling on FACS sorted VLP+ SI-LP
PCs from day 5 and adult infected mice at week 2 and 9 post
infection (Figures 4E and 4F; Table S2; Data S1). GC B and
MBC repertoires were not assessed due to a lack of long-term
detectable VLP+ clones (Figures S4C and S4D). Repertoire analyses revealed a polyclonal response in both adult and neonatally
infected mice with an age-dependent usage of the VH13-2 gene
segment that is statistically significant (Figures 4G and 4H). To
identify recurrent RV reactive BCR specificities, we merged the
VLP+ IgHA sequence reads from all samples and collapsed
them into clonal families as defined by V and J segment usage,
junction length, and Hamming distance (0.1, see STAR
Methods). Among the top 50 clonal families, 13 were found in
3 or more individual RV-infected mice (Figure 4I). Interestingly,
the sequencing reads of 4 of these recurrent clonal families
(#3, #8, #9, and #13) derived almost exclusively from neonatally
infected mice, whereas 3 other families (#5, #10, and #11) were
made up of reads entirely from adult infected mice (Figures 4J
and S4E). Such age-specific recruitment of clonal responses to
the same antigen is consistent with a non-redundant role for
neonatal-derived memory (New et al., 2020). The VH13-2 gene
segment encodes for clone family #3, which is recurrently produced in the neonatal response (6 out of 7 mice) and not detectable in the adult (0/10) (Figures 4H–4K). The dominant clone in
this family is largely devoid of non-templated nucleotide additions, a hallmark of neonatal B lymphopoiesis (Figure S4F; Li
et al., 1993). These findings are consistent with qualitative differences in the neonatal pre-immune BCR repertoire and highlight
the neonatal period as a window of opportunity for the recruitment of unique clones into long-lived B cell memory (Vergani
and Yuan, 2021).
New infection recruits adult hematopoiesis-derived
B cells
Primary intestinal infections recruit B cell clones that are distinct
from those dominant under homeostatic conditions (Lindner
et al., 2015). To directly test whether RV infection recruits adult
BM-derived B cells, we employed Fgd5CreERT2-driven lineage
tracing. Upon Cre induction, this model allows for labeling of
adult hematopoietic stem cell (HSC) output and has previously
been used to demonstrate that adult HSCs contribute negligibly
€wen et al., 2018).
to the PerC CD5+ B-1a compartment in situ (Sa
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Figure 4. ELO-B cells carry unique memory induced by
early-life rotavirus exposure

B

C

E

G

F

H

I

D

(A) Adult day 19 time-stamped mice were orally infected with
rotavirus (RV) at 15 weeks of age. Representative FACS analyses at the indicated time points post infection show Tom+
frequency among antigen-specific (VLP+) and non-specific
(VLP) fractions of SI-LP IgA PCs. Mock infected No RV mouse
lacks VLP+ IgA PCs.
(B) Neonates were infected on day 5, time-stamped by a single
dose of Tam administration on day 19, and analyzed at 9 weeks
post RV infection.
(C and D) Histograms show Tom+ frequency in VLP+ IgA PCs
cells in the (C) SI-LP (n = 3–5, from 3 independent experiments)
and (D) BM (n = 2–5, from 2 independent experiments) (mean ±
SD). Statistics was calculated using Kruskal-Wallis test (*p %
0.05, **p % 0.01, ***p % 0.001).
(E) Representative FACS analyses of VLP+ SI-LP IgA PCs from
RV-infected day 5 and adult wild-type mice at 2 and 9 weeks
post infection.
(F) Compiled summary of data shown in (E). Statistics using
Kruskal-Wallis test (*p % 0.05, **p % 0.01, ***p % 0.001).
(G–K) VLP+ SI-LP IgA PC immune repertoire analyses from
sample groups in (E) as determined by IgHA V(D)J sequencing.
n = 3 for 2 weeks and n = 4 for 9 weeks post infection of day 5
infected mice. n = 6 for 2 weeks and n= 4 for 9 weeks post
infection of adult infected mice.
(G) Graph shows the 5 most commonly used VH families among
VLP+ IgA PCs. Read counts for each VH family were pooled and
calculated as a fraction of the total read counts (mean ± SD).
Statistics using Mann-Whitney test (*p % 0.05, **p % 0.01,
***p % 0.001).
(H) Circos plots depict B cell clones defined by V and J segment
usage. Read counts were pooled from samples in each group.
VH13-2-containing clones are predominantly used by day 5
infected mice and marked in red. VH1-20 and VH1-64 containing
clones represent examples of clones shared across all groups
and are colored in blue.
(I) Pie-chart illustrates the top 50 VLP+ clone families identified
from all samples combined (n = 16). Read number contribution
from each biological sample was normalized. Clones are
defined based on V and J usage, junction length, and Hamming
distance of 0.1 (see STAR Methods for details). The 13 colorfilled slices identify recurrent clone families shared between R3
mice.
(J) Bar graph illustrates sample contribution to each of the
recurrent clone families.
(K) Table indicating the IGHV segment usage for the 13 recurrent clone families and their detection frequency in day 5 versus
adult infected mice. Red text denotes clone families unique to
neonatal infected mice, whereas blue text denotes clone families unique to adult infected mice.
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We initiated Cre induction at 5 weeks of age with a continuous
€wen et al., 2018) to time-stamp
Tam-containing diet regimen (Sa
B cells generated after the attenuation of ELO-B cell output (Figure 5A). 5–6 months later, the peripheral FO-B cell compartment
had reached 30%–40% labeling in accordance with the slow
BM-dependent input to the B cell compartment in steady-state
adult mice (Figures 5B and 5C; Förster and Rajewsky, 1990;
€wen et al., 2018). Despite subsaturated labeling, we observed
Sa
the anticipated reversed time-stamp pattern compared with the
Mb1CreERT2 model, demonstrating little labeling in the SI-LP IgA
PCs, PP GC B, and MBC compartments comparable with that
observed in PerC B-1a cells (Figures 5B–5D). In contrast, labeled
cells were efficiently recruited to these antigen-experienced B
cell populations 2 weeks post RV infection (Figures 5E–5H).
Similar observations were made in adult time-stamped mice in
response to oral ovalbumin (OVA) immunization (Figures S5A–
S5E). Thus, the main role for adult HSC-derived B cells is to
enable adaptation of the steady-state intestinal IgA response
to new immune challenges.
IgA PCs are developmentally related to fetal-derived
B-1a cells
B-1a cells emerge from HSPCs displaying fetal-specific lineage
potential (Kristiansen et al., 2016). Our time-stamping results
traced B-1a and IgA PCs to the same early-life developmental
window. To investigate whether IgA PCs originate from the
same fetal-specific HSPCs, we performed single-cell lineage
tracing using lentiviral cellular barcoding. Multipotent HSPCs
from E14.5 wild-type FLs were transduced with the barcode
library LV-GFP-lib and transplanted into lethally irradiated
recipient mice as previously described (Figure 6A; Kristiansen
et al., 2016). In a transplantation setting, distinct short and
long-lived donor stem and progenitor cells give rise to sequential waves of hematopoietic output in the recipient. To allow for
the re-equilibration of homeostasis following transplantation,
analyses were performed after a 16–20-week time period (Figure 6A; Kristiansen et al., 2016). Barcodes were sequenced
from GFP+-sorted PerC CD5+ B-1, SI-LP IgA+ PCs, Spl
FO-B, and SI-LP CD19+ B cells. Our results showed that IgA
PCs share a considerable barcode overlap with B-1a cells
demonstrating common precursors among tagged fetal
HSPCs (Figures 6A and S6A). Frequency correlation among
shared barcodes represents the most sensitive measure of
developmental relatedness between two populations. Interestingly, IgA PCs shared a better barcode frequency correlation
with B-1a cells compared with splenic FO-B cells (Figure 6B).
In contrast, barcodes from splenic FO-B cells correlated best
with SI-LP CD19+ cells (Figure 6B). These results are representative of three biological replicates and demonstrate a shared
developmental path between IgA PCs and B-1a cells in a transplantation context.
PerC B-1a cells can give rise to SI-LP IgA upon adoptive transfer (Bunker et al., 2015; Kroese et al., 1989). However, we
observed no overlap between CDRH3 sequences obtained
from Tom+ PerC B-1a and SI-LP IgA+ cells in unperturbed
mice (Figure 3D). It was clear from these data that Tom+ PerC
B-1a cells and their related BM IgM+ PCs are dominated by
VH11 and VH12-encoding PtC-reactive BCRs (Figures 6C, 6D,
and S6B–S6D) that were not detected in the IgA repertoire (Fig8 Immunity 55, 1–14, October 11, 2022

Article
ure S6D). Taken together, our findings support a model in which
B-1a cells arise from the same HSPCs as IgA PC cells during
ontogeny but do not substantially contribute to IgA PC maintenance in steady-state adult mice.
To interrogate whether Tom+ B cells of time-stamped mice are
capable of differentiating into IgA PCs upon appropriate stimulation, we sorted and cultured them under IgA-switching conditions ex vivo (Kaminski and Stavnezer, 2006). Our results showed
that both PerC and splenic Tom+ B cells undergo IgA class
switch recombination and differentiate into antibody-secreting
cells (Figures 6E–6H). Interestingly, PtC reactivity was selectively
excluded from the IgA-switched B cell fraction in the PerC (Figure S6E), consistent with the observation that VH11 and VH12 are
not represented in the IgA repertoire (Figure 6C). A layer of
splenic IgM memory has previously been shown to be induced
by mucosal responses in the gut (Le Gallou et al., 2018). In line
with this, we also detected commensal reactivity among IgAswitched PCs from Tom+ splenic B cells (Figure S6F). In summary, we propose that B-1a and IgA repertoires found in adult
mice housed under specific pathogen free (SPF) conditions
largely diverged in an antigen-driven manner from a common primary B cell repertoire early in life (Figure S6G). Furthermore,
some but not all specificities of IgM ELO-B cells may be recruited
to participate in IgA responses when the appropriate challenge
is met.
DISCUSSION
In this study, we used a time-stamping approach to dissect
functional heterogeneity in the adult B cell compartment based
on developmental timing. Our results showed a high degree of
developmental heterogeneity in the unperturbed adult B cell
pool with a substantial contribution by ELO-B cells arising during the first 2 weeks of life. The observed frequency of ELO-B
cells likely represents an underestimation of their true abundance due to our subsaturated labeling strategy. Traditionally,
B-1 cells are classified alongside FO and MZ B cells as a
distinct subset of naive B cells defined based on immunophenotype and anatomical location (Allman and Pillai, 2008). This
notion is fueled by their presence in germ-free animals and their
primordial origin previously believed to be embryonic and fetal
(Baumgarth, 2011; Yang et al., 2015). However, our results
demonstrated a predominantly neonatal developmental window shared with other antigen-experienced MBC compartments, challenging the definition of B-1 cells as a naive B cell
subset. Evidence for prior activation of B-1 cells by self-antigens and foreign antigens are in fact clear in the literature. First,
the incorporation and peripheral expansion ofB-1a clones
depend on self-antigen-driven positive selection (Arnold et al.,
1994; Ferry et al., 2006; Hayakawa et al., 1999; New et al.,
2020). Second, both exposure to microbiota and deliberate immunization during a restricted neonatal window can recruit
memory clones into the adult immunophenotypic B-1a cell
population (New et al., 2020). Thus, it appears that B-1a cells
are in every sense an antigen-experienced B cell subset
shaped by early-life exposure. Indeed, the innate-like functional
characteristics ascribed to B-1a cells including self-maintenance, tissue residence, clonal dominance, and rapid PC differentiation also typify MBC behavior. For these reasons, B-1a
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Figure 5. New infection recruits adult hematopoiesis-derived B cells
(A–F) Fgd5CreErt2 R26fl-STOP-Tom mice were used to track the functional role of adult-derived B cells in the adult mouse at steady state and upon challenge.
(A) Scheme of the Fgd5CreErt2 R26fl-STOP-Tom model for tracing adult HSC output into the B cell compartment. Mice were kept on Tam-containing chow starting at
5 weeks of age for a 16-week labeling period and analyzed at 5–7 months after initial labeling.
(B) Representative histograms show Tom+ frequency in the indicated populations.
(C) Compiled frequencies of Tom+ cells within the indicated B cell subsets (n = 2–3, median ± range).
(D) Immunofluorescence of a PP with anti-Ki67 staining (green) and Tom (red).
(E) Compiled relative frequencies of Tom+ cells within the indicated B cell subsets in uninfected and RV-infected Fgd5CreErt2 time-stamped mice at 2 weeks post
infection. Relative frequencies are normalized to mean of naive PP B cell labeling frequency. The observed differences are not statistically significant (n = 2–4,
median ± range).
(F) UMAP analysis of PP B cells from RV-infected mice at 2 weeks post infection. Top: GL-7 levels mark the GC cluster in UMAP generated using the following
parameters (CD38, IgD, CD19). Middle: recruitment of adult-derived Tom+ B cells into the GC B fraction is evident. Bottom: VLP staining in the GC cluster
overlaps with Tom+ B cells.
(G) Representative FACS plots and histograms show Tom+ frequency in the VLP+ and VLP SI-LP IgA PCs 2 weeks post RV infection.
(H) Compiled summary of Tom+ frequencies in VLP+ IgA PCs from adult infected Mb1CreERT2 and Fgd5CreERT2 time-stamped mice (n = 5 for SI-LP, n = 2–4 for
BM, mean ± SD). Statistics were calculated using Kruskal-Wallis test (significance is indicated as *p % 0.05, **p % 0.01, ***p % 0.001.)
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Figure 6. Interrogating the ontogenic relationship of B cell subsets
(A and B) Sorted fetal liver (FL) LinSca1+cKit+ (LSK) HSPCs were transduced and transplanted into recipient mice as previously described (Kristiansen et al.,
2016). After 16–20 weeks, the indicated donor-derived populations were FACS sorted for GFP positivity and used for downstream barcode sequencing. The
results are representative of 3 biological replicates analyzed in two separate experiments.
(A) Venn diagrams show the number of overlapping and unique barcodes retrieved from the indicated populations. See Figure S6A for more details.
(B) Scatter plots show barcode read frequency correlations for the overlapping barcodes from the indicated populations. Bar plot summarises correlation indexes
(mean ± SD). Statistics were calculated using Kruskal-Wallis test (*p % 0.05, **p % 0.01, ***p % 0.001).
(C) Heatmap illustrates VH gene segment usage comparing the indicated B cell subsets. Representative of three biological replicates (see Figure S6B).
(D) Donut plots illustrate the clonal composition of the IgM repertoire of the indicated Tom+ B cell population from a representative mouse. Slices correspond to
unique CDRH3s and are sized proportionally to frequency. The total number of unique CDRH3s identified is indicated in the middle. Yellow represents the fraction
of VH11- and VH12-encoded PtC-reactive clones.
(E–H) Tom+ or Tom CD19+ B cells from the indicated organs were sorted and individually cultured under IgA-switching conditions (LPS, TGF-b, and BAFF, see
STAR Methods for details). 5 days post culture, the cells were subjected to FACS analysis (E and G) or IgA ELISPOT assays (F and H). Statistics were calculated
using Kruskal-Wallis test (*p % 0.05, **p % 0.01, ***p % 0.001).
(legend continued on next page)
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cells can be more productively viewed as a predominantly
neonatally induced IgM memory subset rather than a naive
innate-like B cell. This updated classification offers a natural
explanation to their poor contribution to GC reactions (Mesin
et al., 2020) and memory formation. More importantly, it also
demystifies their existence and phenotype in humans, which
has remained a subject of debate (Tangye, 2013). In summary,
our time-stamping results make clear that developmental
timing and prior antigen experience are instrumental parameters in understanding the complexity of the adult peripheral B
cell repertoire and calls for a revision of current textbook classification of B-1 cells as a ‘‘naive’’ B cell subset. By extension,
we propose that similar thinking may be productive in the
context of other semi-invariant lymphoid subsets (Bendelac
et al., 2001) including MZ B cells, iNKT cells, and MAIT cells.
In addition to B-1 cells, we used two opposing time-stamping
models to demonstrate that ELO-B cells harbor the memory of
early-life gut exposure, making up a large proportion of antigen-experienced IgA B cell subsets in unimmunized adult
mice. Adult origin B cells, on the other hand, predominated in
the diverse naive BCR repertoire responsible for new antigen
encounter. These findings resolve the division of labor between
peripheral B cells of distinct ontogeny and highlight time-stamping as a powerful tool to study the long-term effects of neonatal
immune imprinting. Our finding that early-life IgA memory was
archived in various B cell compartments and actively maintained
raised the question as to whether it is functionally distinct and
therefore worthy of preservation. To this end, we used a model
for RV infection to show that recurrent VH13-2 encoded antiRV clones are recruited upon neonatal infection but not detected
in adult anti-RV responses. This finding mirrors a recent report
demonstrating that neonatal immunization with group A streptococcus resulted in a unique clonal dominance profile of the antigen-specific B cell pool (New et al., 2020). Thus, similar to B-1
cells, IgA B cells of neonatal origin may serve a non-redundant
role in the adult immune system. We conclude that antigen encounters during the neonatal window instruct distinct antigenic
imprinting on memory formation with potential implications in
vaccination strategies and the basis for the hygiene hypothesis
(Bach, 2002).
Transfer of total PerC B cells into immunocompromised mice
is able to reconstitute IgA PC cells in the gut of immune-compromised mice (Kroese et al., 1989). This along with evidence that
IgA PCs can arise in CD40-deficient mice (Bergqvist et al.,
2010) led to the notion that B-1 cells may be a major source of
IgA PCs (Baumgarth, 2011). Indeed, our barcoding experiment
revealed shared ancestors between PerC B-1a and gut IgA
PCs at the HSPC level. However, VDJ-seq failed to detect any
clonal overlap between these two subsets and instead indicate
that chronic GC B cells and MBCs in the gut serve as the pre-
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dominant memory reservoir responsible for IgA PC maintenance.
Thus, although B-1a cells and IgA PCs share common progenitors during ontogeny, the former do not substantially contribute
to the latter in unimmunized mice. We deduce from these complementary clonal-tracking readouts that the most likely bifurcation point between the two subsets is at the stage of antigen
selection, where the nature of the antigen may dictate entry
into either the IgM or the IgA arm of ELO-B cell memory. Indeed,
this scenario is consistent with a classical view of memory formation and highlights the neonatal period as a key window for
antigenic imprinting. Nevertheless, because B-1a cells do retain
IgA-switching potential in vitro, we cannot rule out that appropriate activation signals may trigger B-1a to IgA conversion
and gut homing in vivo.
Our observation that ELO-B cell contribution to various adult
B cell compartments synchronously wanes after the first 2 weeks
of life supports the notion of a strictly regulated developmental
window. In addition to the onslaught of antigen exposure at birth
and weaning, key molecular changes centered around the RNAbinding protein Lin28b also take place during this window to
trigger a fetal to adult switch in hematopoietic output patterns
(Kristiansen et al., 2018). Lin28b expression ceases by 2–3 weeks
of age and is critical and sufficient to authorize the output of selfreactive B-1a cells early in life (Vanhee et al., 2019; Xu et al.,
2020; Yuan et al., 2012). Considering the shared ontogeny between IgA PCs and B-1a cells, it is tempting to speculate whether
the same molecular program also potentiates the output of
ELO-B cells destined for mucosal IgA responses. Future studies
aimed at determining the potential involvement of Lin28b and
other molecular regulators in allowing for unique B cell memory
formation open possibilities for the unprecedented exploitation
and manipulation of the window of opportunity to improve immune intervention strategies.
In conclusion, these data unite a diverse category of developmentally related natural and microbiota-reactive B cells and unravel how the humoral arm of the adult adaptive immune system
is hardwired by early postnatal exposure. Better understanding
of the time restricted formation and non-redundant characteristics of ELO-B cells will generate valuable insights into the unique
outcomes of early-life immunization and reveal the true impact of
neonatal immune imprinting on life-long B cell immunity in health
and disease.
Limitations of the study
It is important to acknowledge that although the observed
enrichment for ELO-B cells among IgM and IgA memory compartments is true in adult mice housed under SPF conditions,
we have not gathered any information on their abundance in
the wild. Therefore, we cannot rule out that increased exposure
to opportunistic infections and a more diverse microbiota may

(E) Left panel: representative FACS plots of indicated PerC IgA cultures. Right panel: bar plot summarizes the percentage of IgA+ cells from PerC IgA cultures
(n = 8 from 3 independent experiments).
(F) Detection of IgA antibody-secreting cells (ASCs) by ELISPOT from PerC IgA cultures. Left panel: representative wells of the indicated populations. Right panel:
bar plot summarizes the spot counts per 106 cells (n = 3 from two independent experiments, mean ± SD).
(G) Left panel: representative FACS plots of indicated splenic IgA cultures. Right panel: bar plot summarizes the percentage of IgA+ cells from splenic IgA cultures
(n = 8 from 3 independent experiments, mean ± SD).
(H) Detection of IgA ASCs by ELISPOT from splenic IgA cultures. Left panel: representative wells of the indicated populations. Right panel: bar plot summarizes
the spot counts per 106 cells (n = 4 from two independent experiments, mean ± SD).
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expand the representation of adult-derived B cell memory,
thereby reducing the frequency of early-life-derived clones.
However, it is equally possible that ELO-B cell memory induction
might be more robust in the wild to generate a broader spectrum
of clones that continue to evolve with life-long changes in the
composition of commensal microbiota. Future co-housing experiments of time-stamped SPF mice with ‘‘dirtier’’ feral mice
will be an important first step to addressing the influence of
increased microbial pressure on the developmental composition
of adult gut-associated B cell subsets.
Another important outstanding question is whether unique
qualitative characteristics such as epitope affinity and poly-reactivity exist to make neonatal specific clones functionally distinct
from, or more beneficial than, adult-derived clones. Indeed,
the neonatal pre-immune B cell repertoire favors germ-line encoded and self/poly-reactive specificities that may influence
adaptability to future cognate antigen encounters as well as
cross-reactivity to unrelated self-antigens or non-self-antigens
(Kearney et al., 2015). Furthermore, self-reactivity may also
augment tonic signaling levels and the long-term fitness of a
memory clone. Future studies elucidating the unique qualities
of early-life-derived clones will reveal the basis for neonatal
exposure as a unique ‘‘window of opportunity’’ to imprint longterm B cell memory.
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RESOURCE AVAILABILITY
Lead contact
Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to and will be fulfilled by the lead contact, Joan Yuan
(joan.yuan@med.lu.se).
Materials availability
This study did not generate new unique reagents.
Data and code availability
d The processed VDJseq results are deposited as a supplementary zip file (Data S1) to this paper.
d Any additional information required to reanalyze the data reported in this paper is available from the lead contact upon request.
EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS
Animals
Mb1CreERT2 mice (JAX 033026 Cd79atm3(cre/ERT2)) (Hobeika et al., 2015) and Fgd5CreERT2 mice (JAX 027789 Fgd5ZsGreen(cre/ERT2))
(Gazit et al., 2014) were individually crossed with R26fl-STOP-Tom mice (JAX 007909 Rosa26LoxP-Stop-Lox-tdTomato) (Madisen et al.,
2010) to generate time-stamping mice. All mice were bred on a C57BL/6 background and used at 12-16 weeks of age (unless specified). Both female and males were used for these study and experiments were performed on groups of at least 3 mice. All animal
breeding and procedures were performed in accordance with ethical permits approved by the Swedish Board of Agriculture
(M52-15, 9798-19 and 04525-17).
METHOD DETAILS
Tamoxifen induction
For induction of Mb1CreERT2 mediated lineage tracing Tam (Sigma-Aldrich cat #T5648) was dissolved in peanut oil (Sigma-Aldrich,
cat# P2144) at 10mg/ml and given in a single dose either via intraperitoneal (i.p.) injection (day 19 and older) or fed orally (day 10 and
younger) for a final dosage of 50 mg/kg. For fetal induction, E17.5 pregnant dams were given a mix of Tam and Progesterone (SigmaAldrich, cat# P3972) at a final concentration of 50 and 25 mg/kg respectively by oral gavage. For Fgd5CreERT2 mediated lineage
€wen et al., 2018).
tracing, 5-week-old mice received Tam containing food for 16 weeks as described previously (Sa
Bortezomib treatment
BZ treatment was performed on 12-16 weeks old d19 time-stamped mice by two 20 mg i.p. injections on consecutive days as previously described (Lindner et al., 2012). BZ (Cell Signaling technology, cat#2204) was dissolved in DMSO at a concentration of 1 mM.
Antibiotics treatment
The following antibiotics were simultaneously administered via drinking at water during the indicated period of time: Ampicillin
(1mg/mL, Sigma-Aldrich, #A9518-5G), Neomycin (1mg/mL, Sigma-Aldrich, #N1876-25G), Vancomycin (0.5 mg/mL, SigmaAldrich, #PHR1732) and Metronidazole (0.5 mg/mL, Sigma-Aldrich, cat#M3761-5G). Antibiotics containing water was supplemented
with sucrose (10mg/mL, Sigma-Aldrich, cat#84097-250G) and changed twice a week.
Oral immunization with ovalbumin
Mice were gavaged with 200 ul of 3.5% NaCHO3 solution 20 minutes prior to immunization to neutralize gastric acid. Oral immunization was performed by administering 1mg Ovalbumin (Sigma, cat#A5503-10G) and 10 mg Cholera Toxin (BioNordika, cat#19654)
as adjuvant in a total volume of 200 mL PBS by oral gavage. Oral immunization was repeated weekly for three consecutive weeks.
Control group received PBS only.
Organ harvesting and flow cytometry
Single cell suspension from BM and spleens were subjected to red blood cell lysis and filtered. Peritoneal cavity lavage was performed using 10 mL FACS buffer (HBSS supplemented with 0.5% BSA and 2 mM EDTA). SI-LP single cell suspensions were isolated
as described previously (Johansson-Lindbom et al., 2005). Briefly, intestinal content was flushed out with cold HBSS supplemented
with 15 mM Hepes. Peyer’s patches were excised from the SI-LP and processed into single cell suspension by mashing through
40 mM filters. SI-LP was incubated twice with HBSS containing 2 mM EDTA, 15 mM Hepes, 2% FBS at 37 oC and digested in
€nsch/mL, Roche
RPMI with 10% FBS, 10 mM Hepes, 1mM Sodium Pyruvate, 50 mM beta-mercaptoethanol, Liberase TM, (0.3 Wu
cat# 05401119001) and DNAse I (30 ug/mL, Roche cat#10104159001) for 30-40 minutes at 37 oC on a magnetic stirrer. Antibody
staining was performed in FACS buffer at a density of maximum 1x107 cells/100 mL volume for 20 min at 4 oC. Lineage panel
used for FACS: Ter119, Gr1, CD3. For the detection of RV specific B cells, cell suspension were first incubated for 45 minutes
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with viral like particles (VLP) containing RV VP2 and VP6 bound to GFP prior to surface staining. Antibodies are detailed in the key
resources table. All FACS experiments were performed at the Lund Stem Cell Center FACS Core Facility (Lund University) on
FACSAria III, FACSAria IIu, LSRFortessa, LSRFortessa-X20 and LSRII instruments (Becton Dickinson).
Immunofluorescence staining and confocal microscopy
Tissues were fixed for 1 hour in AntigenFix (Diapath), dehydrated overnight in a 35% sucrose solution and frozen in O.C.T. compound
(Tissue-Tek). Tissue sections (20 mm) were cut with a cryostat (Leica CM1950), rehydrated in PBS for 10 min and then blocked for 1
hour at room temperature with blocking solution (PBS containing saponin (0.5 %), FBS (2 %), BSA (2 %) and donkey serum (2%). For
staining, sections were incubated overnight at 4 oC with the indicated antibodies. Stained sections were washed in PBS, mounted in
ProLong Gold (Molecular Probes) mix with Sytox Blue (ThermoFisher) and visualized with a Zeiss LSM 780 confocal microscope using online fingerprint mode. Images were analysed using Adobe Photoshop 2020.
Lentiviral barcoding
LSK cells (Lin– Sca1+ cKit+) were sorted from E14.5 fetal liver and transduced with Barcode-GFP-LV as previously described (Kristiansen et al., 2016, 2017. Briefly, the equivalent of 10000 sorted LSKs were transplanted per recipient 12h following ex vivo transduction. Lineage panel used for sorting was Gr1–Ter119–CD3–B220–. 16-20 weeks after transplantation, the indicated GFP+ mature
immune cell subsets were FACS sorted and analyzed for barcode content. Samples were indexed using Nextera XT kit (Illumina) and
sequenced using the Illumina NextSeq platform (Illumina). Barcode analysis was performed as previously described and barcode
read frequency correlation was assessed for overlapping barcodes.
VDJ sequencing and analysis
VDJseq on cDNA was performed as previously described (Vanhee et al., 2019). Briefly, total RNA was extracted with RNAzol (SigmaAldrich, # R4533) and subjected to template-specific cDNA synthesis and template switching reverse transcription (SMARTScribe
Reverse Transcriptase kit; Clontech Takara). A total of 2 ng of amplified cDNA was indexed (Nextera XT indexing kit; Illumina) and
sequenced by using the MiSeq V3 600c paired-end sequencing kit (Illumina). Tables S1 and S2 contain information on number of
cell sequenced, total number of reads and number of clones identified.
All analyses were performed using R version 3.2.1 (2015) and R version 3.5.2 (2018) (R Core Team; www.R-project.org/) and the
ChangeO, Alakazam and Shazam packages from the Immcantation toolkit (Gupta et al., 2015). Clones were defined by collapsing
sequences sharing identical VH, DH, JH segment usage and CDRH3 nucleotide sequence. For the assignment of clonal families,
clones were grouped by identical VH and JH segment usage, junction length and a Hamming distance of 0.1 using the
DefineClones.py function of Change-O v1.0.0. Hamming value was determined by manual inspection of the distance to nearest
sequence neighbor distribution using Shazam v1.0.2. For each sequence, germline sequences were reconstructed using the
CreateGermlines.py function of Change-O v1.0.0 (Gupta et al., 2015). Processed VDJseq and CDRH3 data are supplied in supplemental zip file (Data S1).
Cell cultures
Sorted Tom+ and Tom– B cells were cultured for 5 days at 37  C and 5% CO2 with the addition of LPS (50ug/mL, Sigma-Aldrich,
#L2880), TGF-b (2 ug/mL, R&D Systems, #7666-MB-005) and BAFF (100ng/mL, R&D Systems, # 8876-BF-010) to promote IgA
switching. PerC B cells were seeded at a density of 2.5 x104 cells/mL, splenic B cells at 1.25 x105 cells/mL.
ELISPOT assays
High affinity membrane plates (Millipore MSP410) were activated for 1 minute with 35% ethanol and coated with goat-a-mouse IgA
(4ug/mL) for the detection of total IgA. Commensal ELISPOT assays were roughly based on Rojas et al. (2019). Briefly, plates were
coated with heat killed fecal matter from adult Rag1KO mice (1mg/ml). Plates were blocked the next morning with 10% FBS/RPMI
(Sigma) for at least 2 hrs. Sorted cells were cultured for 12-16h at 37  C. Plates were then washed and incubated overnight at 4 C with
HRP conjugated IgA antibodies. After washing 5 times with PBS, TMB substrate (Mabtech, #3651-10) was added and plates incubated in the dark for 8 minutes or until spots were visible. Images and spot counting was performed using the ELISPOT reader IRIS
(Mabtech).
Rotavirus stock preparation
Virulent wild type EC strain of RV stock were prepared by orally infecting d5 pups. The pups were sacrificed after two days of infection
upon which small intestines were harvested. Tissues were lysed and supernatant from homogenate used for infection.
Rotavirus infection
Adult mice (12-16 wks of age) were infected by 3*103DD50 ECw virus in 100ml volume orally. Neonatal mice were infected with 1.5*103
DD50 ECw virus in 50 ml volume orally on d5. The mice were sacrificed at the indicated times post infection and the SI-LP and BM PCs
were harvested for FACS analysis.
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QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
Statistical analysis
Statistical analyses were performed in Graphpad Prism 9. Tests for statistical significance are described in figure legends for the relevant graphs.
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